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System R-2 Shinjiyuu

Located in the Nepleslian Colonial Expanse, the Shinjiyuu system was one of several systems the jiyuu
fled to after the collapse of the UOC. The majority of colonists are Jiyuuians who named the planet after
their lost capital.

Shinjiyuu is the home system for the Wardens that was formed from the Ex-Jiyuu peacekeepers in YE 40

More about the Planet

Shinjiyuu is a Nepleslian colony. The reality, however is a somewhat different. While loyal and grateful to
the Imperium, there are voices within the community who feel that they should re-establish a
government and nation based upon the principles of the UOC. Others argue that it would be more
productive to create a political party with those ideals and become part of the Nepleslian political process
as one of its parties like the Greens, Reds, Or yellows. The impact of a Nepleslia that supports the same
philosophies as the former UOC, they argue, would be greater than the establishment of another single
star system nation. For now, these are simply debates as the colony is funded partly by the Nepleslian
government and the colonists have no immediate plans for independence.

System description
Sun Type Yellow Dwarf

Celestial Bodies 1 Terrestial with 2 satellite moons, 1 Gas Giant, 1 Asteroid Belt
Order Shinjiyuu orbited by its two moons Tenshi and Oni, Kami, Asteroid Belt

Current Occupants Jiyuuians, Nepleslians
Planet Two Continents, a few small islands, single ocean, Frozen glaciers at either poles.
Radius 6300 km

Surface Area 495,982,000 km2

Land Area 198,220,340 km2

Mass 5120900000000000000000000 kg
Density 5.48 g/cm3

Gravity 1.42 G

Composition 22% iron, 36% oxygen, 5% nickel, 15% silicon, 14% other metals, trace other
elements

There is only one habitable terrestrial planet, Shinjiyuu. It is larger than Nepleslia Prime but is roughly
60% water. It is divided into four continents, two of which are capable of sustaining life.

The planet's moons are both barren, airless rocks.
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Cities

capital city: Momotoshi. A large and sprawling city of mostly Jiyuu refugees. Houses a training center and
headquarters for the Saw Corps Wardens

Population

The population is centered in the main town of Momotoshi with various farming settlements spread out
around the town.

Demographics Jiyuuians (80%), Nepleslians, Geshrin, IDSOL, Mutants, visiting aliens, NSN personnel

In-system Assets

1 Orbiting SMDIoN starbase. Houses the Saw Corps Wardens and their ships. As well as a small
compliment of NSN patrol craft for system security.

OOC Notes

Charmaylarg created this article on 2019/05/16 08:50. Char gives up all ownership rights to this page to
the nepleslian faction and Wes as site manager.
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